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Antiferromagnetic interactions at a distance &r, are

not destroyed even by a field of 60 kOe, so that the
saturation value measured is only due to ferromagnetic
pairs. The Curie constant is nearly the same for 4N

impurities with spin S or N superparamagnetic pairs
with spin 2S plus N pairs with spin 0.
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We investigate the appearance of magnetism in the Hubbard model. In the limit of large
value of the interaction U, we show that localized moments appear below a critical tem-
perature TI . We find a Ruderman-Kittel interaction between these moments, which gives
an ordered magnetic phase at a critical temperature T, smaller than TI .

For many years, there has been important activity in the fields of itinerant ferromagnetism, metals
which exhibit localized-moment behavior above the transition temperature and the Mott transition. A

particularly important start for this problem is the Hubbard Hamiltonian, where one assumes a non-
degenerate band of width 4 studied in tight binding and where electrons interact only when they are on
the same atom, i.e., on the same Wannier state, the interaction being U', in that case.

In this Letter, we want to show that for this model magnetism can occur in two stages. For large
values of the ratio U/A, there exists a first critical temperature Tz below which localized moments
appear on each site. These localized moments interact and one can take into account only a two-body
interaction which is a Ruderman-Kittel type. As a result of this interaction one can have a transition
to a ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic state at a second critical temperature T, smaller than T~.
For small values of U/A, T~ = T, and the appearance of localized moments is connected with the ap-
pearance of magnetism if any. These results are in qualitative agreement with a model for magnetism
in transition metals suggested by Friedel, Leman, and Obsewski. The differences in approach and
in choice of model have made if difficult to compare the present results in detail with previous works.
However our results are different from the Hartree-Fock calculation of Blandin and Lederer, ' although
we agree with the qualitative features.

We support these conclusions with the calculation of the free energy using a functional integral rep-
resentation. ' This replaces the interaction U by an arbitrary magnetic field varying from site to site
and having a Gaussian probability. We show that the free energy can be written as a series FR+F2
+ ~ ~ ~ of functions of the local field on one, two, ~ ~ ~ sites. For large U/A, the main term is the first
one and F, is strongly peaked over two symmetrical values of the local field for temperature smaller
than T~. This shows the existence of local moments. This magnitude is a function of temperature and
gives a susceptibility which deviates from a Pauli law. The second term of the series gives the inter-
action between moments. So one obtains an ordering temperature of these local moments of the order
of T, =F,. For small U/b, , E, and E, are comparable and greater than the remaining terms. We ob-
tain T~ = T, when magnetism can occur.

As a start we have a Hubbard Hamiltonian:
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We will calculate the partition function using a functional integral formalism. Z can be written'

Z = f(IIdg, , ) exp(-P$' TrT, e 8"'), (2)

ij &s

The main interest of this formulation is to eliminate the two-body potential. We have to calculate a
partition function of noninteracting particles moving in an arbitrary scattering potential Z({g,.j).

In this paper we will only deal with the static approximation which is exact for T,, =0 and for U=O

and gives a smooth interpolation through the region U/4-1. That is, we neglect the s dependence of
our scalar field $,. As usual we introduce a coupling constant A,. for the potential $, . Taking the loga-
rithmic derivative of the partition function, we have

=Q (2P U)'~2o'$,. (n, ,).
0

(n, ,) is given by the one-electron Green's function in the field P,.:

n, ,=G, ,(v=0 ).
In the absence of the random field $,. we have

1 exp [zk (R;-R,)] (4)

To calculate G, , we have to solve an alloy problem. Introducing the notation G, ,((u„, („$2, ~, $„), it
is straightforward to show that

G, ,(~„,g„~ ~ ~, g„~ ~ ~, $„)=G,,((u„, g„~ ~ ~, $i =0, ~, $„) G;i(v„, $x, ~ ~ ~, gi =0, ~ ~ ~, g„)

( ~ .. . g 0 ~ )
lj( U)~lt~l 1 P~n)'

Then we obtain for the partition function

I " ' " ' " =g g e ' "' in[1+(2U/P)'~'a$ G '(u& $ ~ ~ ~ $ =0 $ )]
Z($&, ~ ~ ~, $; =0, ~ ~ ', $„)

i i i lj~ l.~ r i ~ n

Let us assume for the moment that we can neglect all terms which connect the local field on differ-
ent sites, that is,

Z(~„~ ~, ~„)=II,.Z, ,

Z,. =exp{+,g e ' "' in[1+(2U/P)' 'o),.G, ,"g.
The partition function can be written

Z = f(II,d~, ) exp{+,F,(g;)),

1 (2U/P )'~'o (;n n(&u) (8)
m 1+e 1+ (2U/P)"'o & Pf [n(&u')/. &u' co Jd&u"-

0

n(cu) is the density of states. If we want to evaluate this integral by means of the saddle-point method

we have to look at the minimum of F,. This is an even function. For large values of T, F($) has a

single minimum at the origin so that states near $ =0 are most heavily weighted. For T smaller than

T~ there arise two symmetric minima +5,. This is a localized-moment regime with +$, correspond-

ing to spins up and spins down. ' As one can see, the susceptibility corresponding to these two re-
gimes changes with temperature from a Pauli law to a Curie law with a varying moment. The critical
temperature is given by

(d — M
1+2U d&u d(o', n(&u)n(&u') =0.
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Assuming a constant density of states of width b, one obtains localized moments only if

U/6 & 1/4 ln2.

At large values of U, T~ is proportional to U: T~- —,U.
The validity of this approximation will be discussed in considering the coupling between localized

moments. The next approximation in Eq. (6) is to take into account site j in the Green function G, ,
The logarithmic term becomes'

2U 1/2 2U G OOG Oa

p
~i ii

p
~i -i 1+ (2U/p)1/2v( G Oo (10)

This approximation will be valid in the limit of either U/6 or 6/U small. It is easy to see that one
can write

Z = J(II,.d$;) exp[-Z; F,(h;)-ZF (5, $;, $,)-ZF (h;, $i, ( )+ ' ' ' l.

The ratio of two successive terms is the small parameter U/6 or 6/U.
For large values of U/6 we have shown that F,($,) has two symmetric minima +$0 for T«T~. F, is

much smaller than I, and I", is smaller than I", so one can neglect all interactions of order greater
than two. In F„we approximate $,. and $,. by )ov,. and $0v,. with o,. = +I, v,. = +I so we can write F, as

F2 = -(I/T)Z, ,v,o, . '

with

(12)

1 y expi(k-k')(R, -R,.)' 1
PP (iran„e„)(-iid, e„)-(I-A'$,2)

2U
t„[, n((o)n((u')

p (i(d~-Gd)(iCtl„-(d )

For large values of U and for A'$0' «1, one obtains a Ruderman-Kittel interaction between localized
moments. This yields a transition temperature T, given by the equation

1 = U, if —Q (T).]. 8

aeq (14)

U ff is an effective interaction which depends on temperature and is given by

U, if = 2$ U.

For small values of U/b, there is no localized-moment regime with magnetic disorder. We will
show that one can have a transition to a magnetic state with the appearance of localized moments on
each site, i.e., T~ = T, . One can neglect terms I', and following. We restrict ourselves to the value
of $„=v„g, v„=el, and look at the minimum of F, +F, as a function of $. We have first to sum on
values of v~. This sum is the free energy of an Ising model F($) with an interaction given by"

Z = fd $ exp[-NF, ($)-NP ( $)].

This integral can be done by the saddle-point method and one obtains a nonzero value of $ for the mini-
mum if the energy gained by magnetic ordering is larger than the energy needed to create a localized
moment.

In both cases we have reduced the calculation of the partition function to the partition function of an
Ising model. It is obvious that it would have been better to linearize the interaction with a vectorial
field so we would not have broken the symmetry. It is likely that one would have obtained a Heisen-
berg model instead of an Ising one. Details about this calculation and applications will be published
soon.

We wish to thank Professor J. Friedel for helpful discussions and Professor J. R. Schrieffer for
comments and for sending his preprint on the two-center problems.
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The longitudinal and transverse form-factor spectra for electroexcitation of the C

giant resonance were determined separately. Results are presented for an excitation
energy range of from 15 to 30 MeV and for a momentum-transfer range of 0.84-1.56 F
We have found levels with the following excitation energies (MeV), spins, and parities:
18.6 (3 ), 19.6 (4 ), 20.0 (2+), 20.6 (3+), 21.6 (3 ), 22.0 (1 ), 22.7 (1 ), and 23.8 (1 ).
We have also found new evidence of the spin-isospin mode for the 22.7-MeV (1 ) excita-
tion.

We have employed a new method of displaying the longitudinal and transverse form factors for elec-
troexcitations [IWL, (q, (o) P and IWr(q, (o) I'] as form-factor spectra. Such a procedure is useful par-
ticularly in the giant-resonance region as a means of isolating a complicated structure, since the
form factors for some levels are almost completely either longitudinal or transverse. Results for
"C are presented for the excitation energy range of from 15 to 30 MeV and for momentum transfers
of 0.84, 1.04, 1.22, and 1.56 F ' which are favorable for the excitations of J=1, 2, 3, and 4 states,
respectively. We could find many peaks which were marginally apparent from previous studies. Such
examples will be seen for the 18.6- (3 ), 20.0- (2'), 20.6- (3'), and 22.7-MeV (1 ) states.

In the Born approximation for the interaction of the electron with the nucleus, the cross section for
electron scattering is given by '~'

d2o Z'e' cos'-,'0 1
W q, &o

dQde, 4s, ' sin ae 1+2e, sin'at}/M r

(2)

where W~(q, (c) is the part of the total form fac-
tor W(q, (c) due to the Coulomb or the longitudi-
nal interaction, and Wr(q, w) is the part due to
the transverse interaction. The four- momentum
of the electron is k„=(k, ie); the subscripts 1 and
2 refer to the initial and final states, respective-
ly. The momentum transfer is q„=(j,i(c) =k,„
-k» and 8 is the scattering angle of the electron.

M~ is the mass of the target nucleus. The gener-
alized form factor is related to the usual one by

I F(q) I'=f. Iw(q, ~) I'd~. (3)

In order to separate the longitudinal and trans-
verse parts from the total form factor, the spec-
tra were taken at relatively forward and back-

l ward angles, keeping q constant.
Qur measurements were carried out using the

beams of the Tohoku 300-MeV electron linear
accelerator. The forward-angle spectra cor-
responding to the q values of 0.84, 1.04, 1.22,
and 1.56 F ' were taken in the range 40 -80 at
the incident energy of 250 MeV and the back-
ward-angle spectra were taken at 135' by ad-
justing incident energies to give the same mo-
mentum transfers. In the present kinematical
calculation, q is calculated by assuming an ex-
citation energy of 25 MeV. The thickness of the
graphite target was 104 mg/cm . In our elec-
tron spectrometer, the scattered electrons were
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